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SUBJECT: TfL 2002/03 Budget and Business Plan

MEETING DATE: 24 October 2001

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 This paper explains and seeks the approval of the TfL Board to the proposed
TfL 2002/03 Budget and Business Plan.  Following discussion at the Advisory
Panels and the Finance and Audit Committee, TfL Executive Management
recommends an integrated Budget and Business Plan based on the
programmes, projects, and actions to deliver necessary transport
improvements for London, in line with the Transport Strategy.

1.2 There are three sources of funding available for the Budget and Business Plan:
fares and other operating income, Government grant, and GLA Council tax
precept.

1.3 This paper is divided into the following parts:

Part A The main paper and analysis.  This describes the background to the
Plan, the steps taken in Plan preparation, the content of the
proposed Plan and the financial summary, finance and business
risks and the next steps.

Part B Appendices that provide further detail on:

1) The criteria and process used to develop the Plan;

2) Proposed Budget and Business Plan: project and programme
expenditure and funding requirements;

3) Expenditure items that would be reduced if programmed
funding levels are not achieved;

4) Expected outcomes from the Plan; and

5) Reconciliation with the Transport Strategy.
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PART A

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The purpose of the Budget and Business Plan is to provide:

- a six year programme to implement the Mayor’s Transport Strategy;

- the basis for the proposed budget for 2002/03 for proper accountability
and monitoring, and for submission to the GLA; a further paper on the
Budget will be put to the Board on 5 February 2002; and

- at a subsequent stage, the basis for TfL’s SR2002 bid to Government for
2003/04 – 2005/06.

2.2 Factors that have influenced the Plan’s development include:

- the financial constraints of the SR2000 settlement;

- the worsening economic outlook;

- the cost and revenue risks faced by TfL, including the impact of terrorist
activity;

- the need to ensure realistic phasing of projects and programmes, in the
light of project management constraints;

- the continuing increase in bus contract costs;

- the implementation of congestion charging and supporting public
transport improvements;

- economic regeneration and Docklands transport capacity; and

- the need to undertake effective transportation programmes that reach
beyond the scope of our predecessor public transport and highway/traffic
organisations.

2.3 It has also been agreed by the Chief Officers that staff numbers should not be
increased from current levels.  Additional business plan resource requirements
should be met through re-allocations within the existing headcount.

Exclusions from the Plan

2.4 London Underground is currently outside TfL and at this stage its transfer has
not been allowed for in this Plan.  Contact with LUL has been maintained
throughout the Business Plan process; however LUL has not yet provided TfL
with the financial and performance information for the Plan years necessary to
incorporate LUL into the TfL Business Plan.  Notwithstanding that, issues
concerning the eventual integration of LUL into TfL are being worked on.  An
appointment has been made to the role of Transition Co-ordinator and a
transition plan is being established, including an analysis of the risks, financial
implications and management implications of the proposed transfer, when that
takes place.  A formal Due Diligence assessment is being undertaken.
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2.5 At this stage, although some provision has been made in the Plan for
expenditure to investigate National Rail issues in London, no allowance has
been made for the implementation of National Rail service improvements or
capital projects.  It is assumed these will continue to be funded, as now, from
resources available via the Strategic Rail Authority.

3. PLAN PREPARATION

3.1 Against agreed guidelines and with the Transport Strategy now in place, bids
were put forward by TfL business units and the borough integration and
partnerships unit (on behalf of the Boroughs) in July.  These bids have been
reviewed against a common framework to ensure a consistent approach.  The
Commissioner and Chief Officers reviewed the analysis of all the bids over
2½ days at off-site meetings in September.  As a first stage, they agreed the
key objectives for the Budget and Business Plan and a framework for
prioritising the proposals.

3.2 The key factors that were taken into account in developing the proposed
allocation of funding were:

- Make significant improvements to existing network.  TfL’s first priority
must be to ensure that we make necessary improvements to the quality,
safety and performance of existing services, particularly bus reliability
and the condition of both Borough principal roads and TLRN. These
improvements will benefit all Londoners, but we have also built into our
base plan a number of initiatives that are specifically targeted at socially
excluded groups;

- Understand the problem.  In order to achieve the above, TfL must first
understand the nature of the challenges we face to bring the transport
system to a state of good repair.  An asset inventory and condition
assessment is already underway for the TLRN, and the scope of the
engineering assessment will be extended to Borough principal roads.
Similarly TfL must undertake work to understand the needs of pedestrians
and cyclists, what it will really take to make London more friendly for
walking and cycling, and what tradeoffs this would imply for traffic
movement and bus priorities.  These needs should be understood before
major further expenditure is embarked upon in these areas;

- Communicate the problem.  Once the nature of the problem is
understood, TfL must communicate this effectively with the public and
key stakeholders.  As a newly formed organisation, now is the time to
communicate the condition and needs of our inherited assets, and it is
TfL’s responsibility to see that these assets are restored to, and maintained
in, a state of good repair;

- Manage within existing resources.  It is incumbent on TfL to ensure that
the existing staffing complement is deployed as effectively as possible
and that all existing staff are performing to their potential.  If additional
resource is required for new or improved functions, the first step must be
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to re-assign existing staff.  Only after this internal review and re-
assignment has been completed should TfL consider adding new staff;

- Ensure the programme of improvements is realistic and achievable.
The programme for implementation must be realistic in terms of the
project management resources available to TfL and its partners.  Where
that capacity does not currently exist, TfL will need to ensure plans are in
place to build-up capacity to plan, manage and deliver future major
projects and programmes;

- Make the case for project effectiveness.  Given financial constraints TfL
must ensure that any projects/programmes that are undertaken are
effective and make a meaningful improvement for Londoners.  TfL must
evaluate whether the resources devoted to projects and programmes are
delivering not only the outputs, but also the intended outcomes to achieve
their objectives;

- Devote adequate resources to do what TfL does well.  A further
observation is that if we were to try to provide a little something for
everyone, TfL risks spreading resources and talent too thinly, thereby
sacrificing effectiveness.  TfL must avoid this risk and focus its financial
and managerial resources on specific initiatives that have well-defined
deliverables, impacts and business cases.  TfL will also identify key areas
that require strategic review, or further planning focused on developing
effective solutions to areas of concern;

- Rise to the challenge of TfL’s role as a new organisation.  TfL’s mission
must extend beyond those of the traditional public transport providers and
highway authority, and our organisational culture must change to reflect
this.  While the proposed plan concentrates resources on bringing and
maintaining the public transport and road network to a state of good
repair, over the plan period it must also demonstrate that TfL’s mission
extends to integration of all transport modes in London, including
walking, cycling, freight and coaches;

- TfL cannot succeed in isolation. The projects and programmes must be
co-ordinated not just within TfL but also with other public and private
organisations, so that all transport investment in London, both by TfL and
others, provides coherent and effective improvements.  The most
prominent and direct of these partnerships is with the London Boroughs,
but we must also build relationships with the SRA, Railtrack and any
successor organisation, TOC’s and the other transport stakeholders in
London; and

- Improve efficiency, exploit technology, and encourage innovation.  TfL
recognises that it must be as efficient as possible in order to maximise the
resources available for improving the transport networks.  With outside
help, TfL is to undertake a corporate review of organisational efficiency
to identify further opportunities for savings across all areas of the
business.  This will assist TfL in meeting the 3% efficiency savings target
set for the GLA and functional bodies.  Also, TfL will be inheriting the
Underground, and while integration may have significant short-term costs
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there will be opportunities for long-term cost efficiencies, which must be
identified and implemented.

3.3 A note on the criteria and process used to develop the Plan is attached as
Appendix 1.

4. THE PROPOSED PLAN

4.1 This section summarises the proposed Plan deliverables.  Further details of the
plan deliverables are given in Part B of this document.  Within Part B,
Appendix 2 identifies the proposed expenditure programme and the funding
required for implementation.  At this stage, this is not split between revenue
and capital expenditure, but this information will be provided through
subsequent stages of Budget development.

4.2 The proposed Budget and Business Plan requires funding in excess of that
provided through fares, GLA Council Tax precept and Government funding
under the current financial settlement.  Therefore, additional funding will need
to be sought – from some combination of Government grant, additional
precept or fares – to deliver the full Budget and Business Plan proposal.
Appendix 3 details the deliverables that would be reduced, deferred or not
progressed if additional funding cannot be identified.

4.3 Sections 4.4 – 4.6 below describe the main programmes and projects within
the proposed Business Plan.  There are a number of cases where reviews to
decide the priorities and spending within various elements of a project area are
currently taking place.  These include customer information, bus priority, road
maintenance, road safety, walking/cycling/town centres, fare policy, door-to-
door passenger services and performance indicators.

4.4 Base Expenditure

The proposed Business plan comprises a Base expenditure element and a
Strategic Initiatives element.  The Base Plan defines the level of expenditure
needed over the budget and plan period to preserve TfL’s volume of service
delivery and maintenance expenditure at broadly current levels.  It includes
ongoing service delivery costs, unavoidable cost pressures, committed
expenditure, efficiency savings and allowance for business risk.  The Base
Plan provides for the following expenditure programmes and projects:

4.4.1 Surface Transport

Demand for bus services is at its highest level since the mid 1970s, at some
4.5m journeys on a typical weekday, and in terms of passenger kilometres is
growing by some 9% in 2001/02.  Total gross expenditure of the Bus business
is expected to be about £870m this year.  The Base Plan includes:

- Operation of some 400m bus kilometres per annum, including allowance
for  significantly higher overall bus tender costs as contract renewals
reflect continuing price increases;
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- Continuation of the £20 a week TfL bonus to frontline operating staff to
help improve bus reliability;

- Maintenance and repairs to current standards to existing bus stations, stops
and shelters – and committed expenditure on purchasing essential garage
capacity;

- Completion of the current stage of Countdown rollout, bringing the overall
number of stops covered to well over 2,000.  However, the Base also
includes a review of Countdown, Automatic Vehicle Location and the Bus
Radio System to ensure that these systems are improved and better
information given to customers; and

- Bus information will be modernised and simplified, with stop-specific bus
timetables, and ‘spider’ maps at key locations, providing a basis for
improved information on the website.

For other Surface Transport Business Units (Victoria Coach Station, East
Thames Buses, Dial-a-Ride, London River Services and Public Carriage
Office), the Base provides funding to continue current activities.  In the case
of the Public Carriage Office, which is self-financing, the Base will enable it
to make progress on the Mayor’s Taxi Policy and continue the major task of
licensing private hire vehicles.

4.4.2 Street Management and Boroughs
The Base provides funding at broadly current spending levels, including on the
following programmes:

- Road Safety Schemes for all London Roads, including accident remedial
measures, safer routes to school and 20mph zones;

- Road and Bridge maintenance on the TLRN (Capital and Revenue) and
Borough principal roads (Capital only);

- Bus Lane Enforcement;

- Maintenance and operation of traffic signals, and signal works for
Boroughs;

- Woolwich Ferry operation; and

- Local Area Treatment Schemes and Controlled Parking Zones.

In addition, the Base will provide funding to complete the following projects:

- Committed highway expenditure such as the A13 finance/operate contract,
replacement of bridges on the A406 and A40 (by 2007 and 2008
respectively), the Blackwall Tunnel Southbound refurbishment (in 2003),
and land acquisition/claims for inherited schemes; and

- The existing Red Route Network.
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4.4.3 Rail Transport
The Base expenditure for the DLR provides for continuing operation of the
existing network, and also includes projects to improve the ability of the DLR
to meet rising demand.  Forecasts estimate that annual demand on the existing
DLR network will increase from 43 million passengers in the current year to
67 million in 2007/08.  The main items in the Base beyond continuing
operation of the present network include:

- Committed expenditure on the purchase of 24 new railcars by Spring
2002;

- Refurbishment of the existing 70 railcars by Spring 2006, to increase
capacity, improve comfort and ensure compliance with the Disability
Discrimination Act; and

- Upgrade of the train control system, together with some essential changes
to track layouts to improve reliability and increase capacity.

Funding has also been provided in the Base Plan for Rail Transport for staff
and consultancy costs to undertake studies and develop plans to deliver the
Mayor’s priorities for the National Rail network in London.

4.4.4 Other Base Plan Issues
The Base also covers continuation of other existing activities including:

- Continued support for Taxicard at a rate of £5m per annum;

- Continued funding of a safety professional and implementation of all
necessary measures to improve safety throughout surface transport;

- A provision for business risk (see paragraph 5.9 for further details); and

- Business efficiency savings that will be achieved throughout TfL through a
programme of specific business improvement reviews. In the interim, staff
levels across TfL will be held to current levels, with any necessary
increase in resources being met through re-allocation of existing
headcount.

It should be noted that the Base Plan makes no provision for the costs of LUL
integration.  These are likely to be significant and it is assumed that they will
be met by Government as part of the transfer arrangements for LUL.  TfL’s
SR2000 settlement specifically excludes LUL. TfL is undertaking a due
diligence assessment of LUL, which will include an analysis of the risks and
contingent liabilities we will be inheriting from LUL.

Overall, Base expenditure for 2002/03 is estimated at £735m, which represents
over 75% of the funding available for allocation next year (£940m).
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4.5 Strategic Initiatives

4.5.1 The Strategic Initiatives element of the Plan has been grouped into six
operational strategies (OS) that will implement the Mayor’s Transport
Strategy.  These are:

OS 1. Improve system safety and customer security

OS 2. Improve financial efficiency

OS 3. Reduce traffic congestion, and increase public transport usage and
network capacity

OS 4. Improve network reliability and service delivery quality

OS 5. Improve network integration and support of local authority
initiatives

OS 6. Improve access to the transport system

4.5.2 Delivery of these Operational Strategies will also contribute to delivery of
other strategies including regeneration and the economic development of
London.

4.6 Deliverables and Outcomes

The main Business Plan deliverables over the 6 year plan period for each
operational strategy are set out below.  The deliverables that are dependent on
additional funding are presented in Appendix 3.  The main expected outcomes
from the Plan are summarised in Appendix 4.

4.6.1 OS1: Improve System Safety and Customer Security

This programme is designed to improve the safety both of public transport and
the street network.  The main deliverables are:

- Increased spending on road safety in order to meet both Government and
Transport Strategy casualty reduction targets.  In 2002/03, current Base
level funding is planned to increase from £22.4m to £36.4m, and to
£47.4m from 2003/04 onwards.  The additional funding is being devoted
particularly to further accident remedial schemes on both the TLRN and
Borough roads, and further 20mph zones.  In addition, it will meet the
cost of the London Safety Initiative – a London wide programme of
promoting road safety, covering education and publicity to enhance public
awareness of road safety issues;

- Initiatives to improve bus security, for example help points at bus stations
and CCTV;

- Conductors on doored buses to double the number of conductors in central
London, subject to the success of the current pilot; and

- DLR on-train security system, including digital CCTV linked to a control
centre.
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4.6.2 OS2: Improve financial efficiency

The aim is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of TfL as a whole.  The
main deliverables are:

- Undertaking the major efficiency review, and consideration of possible
commercial opportunities;

- Provision of support to encourage innovation; and

- Improved performance monitoring.

4.6.3 OS3: Reduce traffic congestion, and increase public transport usage and
network capacity

This Operational Strategy contains provision to implement congestion
charging and reduce traffic congestion throughout London, to increase
capacity on public transport, and to enhance the network.  A number of these
programmes will assist in stimulating the regeneration of London.  The main
deliverables are:

- Implementation of the Congestion Charging Scheme in January 2003,
subject to confirmation by the Mayor of the Scheme Order, together with
supporting initiatives.  The Scheme is expected to reduce traffic levels in
central London by 10-15% and significantly improve journey times and
reliability.  It provides scope for improving the environment of central
London and to introduce measures such as the World Squares Project;

- Increased bus service volume to respond to increased demand for services,
including public transport demand relating to congestion charging.  In
2002/03, the level of bus service in terms of kilometres operated is planned
to increase by some 4%;

- A23 Coulsdon Town Centre Improvement Scheme to open in 2004;

- Street Works Task Force in place during 2002 to help reduce traffic delays
by improving the co-ordination of Street Works;

- New London Traffic Control Centre to open in 2003/04 this will monitor
and control traffic, streetworks and events on roads in London and assist in
improving bus service management;

- DLR Enhancements including:

- DLR Bank-Lewisham 3-car upgrade by 2007 (subject to review of
economic outlook and alternatives).  This will increase peak period
capacity on this route by 50% (enabling an additional 3.3 million
passengers a year to be carried).  As part of this, a further 22 rail cars
will be purchased and station and infrastructure works carried out;

- Extension of DLR to City Airport and King George V Dock (subject to
review of financing) and then to Woolwich Arsenal.  Release of
funding for the Airport Extension is subject to the receipt of powers,
submission of a satisfactory Business Case and agreement to a cost
effective public-private financing arrangement.  A response on the
latter is awaited from DTLR;
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- Funding is provided for one tram-based Intermediate Mode scheme (the
precise scheme to be determined following project evaluation and
consultation), and ‘rubber-tyre’ options for the remaining three corridors
during the Plan period;

- East London Line Extensions, where the project is currently funded by the
SRA, but is being managed by LUL who have the powers to construct the
extensions.  As part of the transfer of London Underground to TfL, LUL
are to transfer the powers and development of the project to TfL.  SRA are
currently funding development of the project, but financial provision to
construct the extensions has not yet been made.  The TfL plan contains
provision for integration of stations on the Northern Extension with the
rest of the transport network;

- Modernisation of bus stations; and

- A multi-stop river service.

In addition, the Plan includes provision for the following major projects to
allow further development, with implementation starting during the later years
of the Plan period.  However, at this stage the funding mechanisms have still
to be resolved.  Provision for some portion of the capital costs is included in
the later years of the Plan to allow these issues to be discussed fully with
Government and the GLA:

Thames Road Crossings

Allowance has been made for development work on the Thames Gateway
Bridge and the Blackwall-Silvertown Road Crossing, with a public sector
contribution towards implementation costs.

An internal review of both of these schemes, and a rail crossing at Woolwich,
is due to be completed shortly.  This will set out a proposal as to how TfL
should progress with these schemes, including options for financing.  Once
this has been established, consultation will be carried out.  The Business Plan
assumes the majority of costs for the Thames road crossings will be met by the
private sector.

CrossRail and Hackney–South West Line

Further development work on CrossRail and Hackney–South West is being
taken forward with ring-fenced finance via the Cross London Rail Links joint
venture with the SRA.  It will not be possible to estimate accurate construction
costs for CrossRail, and the potential contribution by the private sector, until
the preferred route option has been identified and a detailed financial plan
developed.

However, the Plan includes provision of £600m for the start of construction of
CrossRail during the period between 2005/06 and 2007/08, as a public sector
contribution.  The Plan also provides a further £30m towards the continued
development of the Hackney–South West scheme from 2006/07 onwards.
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4.6.4 OS4: Improve network reliability and service delivery quality

This area is major part of the Plan, given the priority attached to improving the
reliability and quality of existing services, and the condition of London’s
transport infrastructure.

The main deliverables are:

- Improved bus service reliability against a background of increases in the
costs of tendered services.  This is one of the top priorities and the London
Buses Performance Task Force is focusing on the major problem areas and
routes.  Further improvements in bus operating staff pay and conditions
above the £20 per week TfL bonus to frontline staff will be the
responsibility of the operators, who take the risk.  Part of the contract cost
increases for future years reflect wage rises substantially above inflation;

- Bus Quality Incentive Contracts to improve performance;

- Implementation of further bus priority and enforcement measures through
LBI, LBPN, and sub-regional partnerships.  All expenditure has been
prioritised against the following criteria:

1. Traffic management and bus priorities to support Congestion
Charging;

2. Complete committed projects across London, e.g. LBI1;

3. Enforcement and compliance of existing priorities across London;
and

4. Additional schemes with the greatest bus passenger benefits.

All bus priority measures necessary to support congestion charging will be
implemented by 2003.  The above programme includes: continuation of
bus lane and LBI 1 enforcement, including installation, operation and
maintenance of Bus Lane Enforcement Cameras and on-bus cameras:

- The creation of a dedicated transport policing unit within the Metropolitan
Police Service (MPS) to ensure priority is given to improving enforcement
on the transport system.  This would provide a visible police and warden
presence to improve safety, deter crime, improve bus reliability, ensure
compliance with traffic regulations on 20 key transport corridors, and deal
with illegal Taxi touting.  A joint TfL/MPS task force is working on the
details of the scheme based on detailed investigations of individual routes;

- Road and Bridge Maintenance - complete the asset review on the TLRN
and Borough Principal Road network, define investment needs and
prioritise a programme to bring these roads and bridges to a state of good
repair.  Pending this analysis, the Business Plan proposes an increase of
£30m in 2002/03 over the Base spending level of £103.7m for
maintenance of both the TLRN and Borough Principal Roads.  Subject to
the outcome of the asset review, the funding for maintenance in 2003/04 to
2005/06 is increased to nearly £160m per annum, in order to deal with the
backlog;

- Funding for the maintenance of Borough non-principal roads.
Maintenance for non-principal roads in the London boroughs is not
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currently funded by TfL. However, outside London, Government is now
contributing towards funding of non-principal roads through its local
transport settlements.  TfL would bid for additional funding from
Government to bring London into parity with the rest of the country;

- Improved bus environmental standards, for example, by a trial of 3 fuel-
cell buses and by a re-engine programme of Routemasters to at least Euro
2 standards;

- Introduce Light Emitting Diode (LED) traffic signals which are more
energy efficient and have safety benefits compared with conventional
signals;

- Develop and implement a corporate communications and customer
information strategy.  In respect of customer services and consultation,
new ways will have to be found to develop these areas without increasing
staff numbers and cost;

- Improve the provision of real time passenger information, for example
through Countdown and other electronic media (subject to review of the
Countdown programme and the customer information strategy); and

- Improve the quality of London’s Transport Museum, subject to obtaining
significant contributions from other sources.

4.6.5 OS5: Improve network integration and support of local authority
initiatives

Programmes within this Operational Strategy are important within the context
of extending TfL’s mission beyond those of the traditional public transport
provider and highway authority.

The main deliverables are:

- World Squares – pedestrianisation of Trafalgar Square to be completed in
2003, with Parliament Square to be completed in 2005/06;

- Programme of improved interchanges and bus stations;

- To improve conditions for pedestrians and cyclists, schemes must be
effective and of good quality.  There is some concern that resources have,
in the past, been used ineffectively on measures that do not provide major
benefits;

The opportunity is therefore being taken to assess the most appropriate
measures that will enable real improvements to be made for walking and
cycling, and for the environment in town centre schemes.  The whole
approach to this area is to be re-conceptualised, with the development of
and refocusing of measures to support pedestrians, cyclists, town centres
and residential areas.  This will mean measures such as the London Cycle
Network in its present form will be reviewed;

The Business Plan proposes the development of this programme in
2002/03, with a major expansion in following years.  An additional £22m
(above Base funding of £12.5m) has been allocated in 2002/03, with this
additional spend rising to £40m in 2003/04 and £70m in 2005/06; and
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- Other measures in conjunction with the Boroughs are also provided for
within an area-based approach, including coach parking, freight
partnerships, air quality schemes, travel awareness and green travel plans.

4.6.6 OS6:  Improve access to the transport system

This programme is designed to improve access to the transport system
generally, and in particular to support the needs of people with restricted
mobility and to enhance social inclusion.  The main deliverables are:

- Improvements in accessible services, including low floor buses on all non-
Routemaster routes by 2004/05.  Bendy buses will be introduced on the
Red Arrow network.  All these are important in making bus services more
inclusive, allowing better access for people with restricted mobility,
buggies, shopping trolleys etc;

- The DLR will be Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliant by 2006;

- A ten year programme from 2003/04 will be undertaken to upgrade the
TLRN and Borough Principal Roads to DDA standards;

- Beyond continued support for Taxicard (at a rate of £5m per annum) and
Dial-a-Ride, provision is made for additional initiatives to support social
inclusion.  These include further funding for door to door services, DLR
accessibility and security improvements, and for mobility initiatives on
Borough Roads and the TLRN;

- Additional bus services to support social inclusion – these services would
provide improved services and new links to improve accessibility to
transport services;

- TfL is currently undertaking a comprehensive fare policy review, the
results of which will be reported back via the Finance & Audit Committee
and will be built into the Business Plan.  In advance of the completion of
this review, the following provisions have been made:

- Continuation of the Bus fares freeze, bus saver tickets and the
equalisation of night/day fares; 70p bus flat fare from Autumn 2002.
These are part of a policy to simplify bus ticketing to reduce cash
payment and speed up journeys.  Experiments on cashless buses will
determine future ticketing requirements; and

- Introduction of smartcard ticketing to Buses, DLR and Tramlink.
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4.7 Summary of the Proposed Plan

4.7.1 The following table summarises the proposed plan.

£m (2002/03 Prices) 2001/021 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08

Base 2 596 735 773 793 826 857 893
OS 1 (safety and security) 1 31 55 52 52 52 52
OS 2 (financial efficiency) 2 9 2 (5) (10) (10) (10)
OS 3 (reduce congestion /

increase capacity)
95 94 136 189 224 221 200

OS 4 (reliability/service
quality)

51 155 243 252 250 200 195

OS 5 (network integration) 15 50 58 67 102 87 87
OS 6 (access to the system) 6 35 46 46 53 51 51
CrossRail / Hackney-SW3 100 260 270

Total net expenditure
proposed

765 1,110 1,313 1,394 1,597 1,718 1,738

1 2001/02 at Outturn prices
2 2002/03 onwards includes allowance for risks.
3 Funding required to implement CrossRail and continue development of Hackney-SW  beyond ring-
fenced development costs.

At this stage a full allocation by TfL business and London Boroughs has not
yet been full developed, but it is anticipated that subject to resolving how
additional resources are found, funding of some £120m will be available for
Borough Interim Transport Plans (ITP) in 2002/03 (compared with £110m in
2001/02).  It is likely that additional funding will be allocated in future years
following completion of the road condition survey and review of investment in
cycling, walking and town centre initiatives.

4.7.2 A more detailed breakdown of the financial provisions in the Plan is given in
Appendix 2.

4.8 Relationship with the Transport Strategy

4.8.1 The Business Plan has been developed to achieve the objectives set out in the
Transport Strategy.  Assuming that the revenues and funding levels assumed
in the Plan are forthcoming, TfL believes that the main objectives in the
Transport Strategy for the Plan period (i.e. the next 6 years) should be
achieved.  However, the process of developing a prioritised and realistic
programme of improvements has meant that a small number of items have
been modified compared to the Transport Strategy.  Appendix 5 provides
details of the expenditure items involved.
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5. PROPOSED PLAN:  ISSUES RELATED TO FINANCE AND
BUSINESS RISKS

5.1 This section discusses specific issues related to:

- Funding of the Plan;

- Business Risks;

- Efficiency savings; and

- Continuing development of the 2002/03 budget.

5.2 Funding Currently Available

The assumptions that have been used in deriving currently indicated funding
levels are as follows:

- TfL Transport Grant
The July 2000 announcement by Government gave the following
allocation of Transport Grant for TfL:

As Announced
(cash prices)

Excluding ring-fenced CrossRail preparation
costs

(and adjusting 2003/04 to 2002/03 prices)
£m £m

2001/02 721 707

2002/03 1,071 1,013

2003/04 1,284 1,175

For subsequent years, the estimates of grant available are derived from the
indications given in the DTLR Ten-Year Plan, but averaging these out
over a number of years.  The SR2000 settlement for TfL excluded London
Underground.

- GLA Council Tax precept
Currently, TfL receives a share of the GLA’s general government grants
and precept income (‘precept funding’) amounting to £10m per annum.

- Short Term Borrowing
Given the lower level of settlement in 2001/02, TfL has sought grant from
other GLA bodies and borrowing of up to some £80m for the current year,
to enable a larger programme of early improvements to be taken forward.
For the purpose of preparing the proposed Business Plan, it has been
assumed that this short-term borrowing will be paid back in 2002/03.
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Taking all the above factors into account, the currently indicated funding
for 2002/03 onwards is:

£m 2002/03 Prices 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05
onwards

GLA Transport Grant (excluding
CrossRail)

1013 1175 1115

Precept Funding 10 10 10

Less repayment of 2001/02 borrowing (say) (83) 0 0

Total funding available for allocation 940 1185 1125

5.3 Funding Required
The funding required to implement the Plan is based on total net expenditure
proposed (as shown in Section 4.7.1), with allowance for inter-year borrowing
between 2002/03 and 2003/04 and net congestion charging income.  For inter-
year borrowing in 2002/03, it has been assumed that £55m will be borrowed to
be repaid in 2003/04.  TfL’s borrowing policy will need to be reviewed before
the Budget and Business Plan are finalised.  For planning purposes, we have
assumed that external borrowing will be carried out by TfL when there is a
requirement to smooth expenditure and working capital balances between
years.  This does not include the use of borrowing powers to increase the level
of finance available to the Group over the medium to long-term.

With regard to congestion charging income, estimates have been prepared of
the likely net income based on a number of variables including forecasts of
numbers of drivers purchasing licences, the range of discounts and exemptions
and the costs of running the scheme.  However, the uncertainty surrounding
these variables means that it makes sense for TfL to adopt a conservative
approach on net income from congestion charging in preparing its Business
Plan.  Other expenditure programmes (as described in the documentation
circulated in the context of the Scheme Order) could be brought forward to
utilise congestion charging income if, in the light of actual experience, the net
income exceeds the estimates in this Plan.

The assumptions adopted for the Business Plan are that the Mayor will decide
to progress the congestion charging scheme and that net income will be £130m
per annum from 2004/05 onwards.  However, at this stage a figure of half that
amount has been assumed for 2003/04.
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In total, the proposed Plan requires the following level of funding:

£m 2002/03 Prices 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08

Total expenditure proposed 1,110 1,313 1,394 1,597 1,718 1,738

Net congestion charging
income

0 (65) (130) (130) (130) (130)

Inter-year borrowing (55) 55

Funding Required 1,055 1,303 1,264 1,467 1,588 1,608

5.4 Future Funding Levels

The proposed Plan requires funding in excess of currently indicated funding
levels.

£m 2002/03 Prices 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08

Funding required to
implement Plan

1,055 1,303 1,264 1,467 1,588 1,608

Indicative levels of available
Grant and Precept

940 1,185 1,125 1,125 1,125 1,125

Additional funding required 115 118 139 342 463 483

The required additional funding will need to be met through some
combination of Government grant, additional precept or higher fares.
Sections 5.5 – 5.8 consider the sources for the higher level of funding
required.

5.5 Government Grant

With regard to a bid for additional Government grant, the next spending
review (SR2002) will cover the 3 years 2003/04 to 2005/06 and is due to begin
in Autumn 2001 with results to be announced in July 2002. In addition, more
support from Government will be sought by the Mayor to fund bus service
cost increases, further increased bus service levels, and improved bus service
quality beginning in 2002/03.  Initial indications from Government officials
are that there is unlikely to be additional funding available for transport as a
whole, and there is a risk that TfL’s currently expected funding allocations
may be threatened by increases elsewhere in DTLR’s funding programme (e.g.
increases in Government expenditure on the national rail network.)  Also, it is
possible that the current worsening economic outlook and the potential
additional expenditure associated with a prolonged war against terrorism may
add to pressures on the future funding available for transport.  There may also
be additional costs in dealing with emergency planning arrangements.

5.6 TfL intends to make a strong bid to Government through the SR2002 process
for 2003/04 onwards.  This will be necessary both to safeguard TfL’s current
settlement for 2002/03 and 2003/04 and to bid for the additional funds that
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London’s transport system needs.  In particular, TfL will bid for additional
funds to support major capital projects (e.g. CrossRail, Thames River
Crossings) that are expected to be progressed with substantial private sector
involvement, and which significantly increase our resource requirements in
later years of the Plan.  Items to be included in the SR2002 bid are being
reviewed, but would include projects for which additional funding is required
within this Plan.  In this context, Appendix 3 provides an analysis of the
expenditure items for which TfL would require additional support from
Government to progress.  It also shows other expenditure items in 2002/03 and
2003/04 that would need to be reduced or deferred, should additional funding
through Government grant, precept, and public transport fares not be
forthcoming.

5.7 The overall SR2002 settlement for London will need to embrace the LUL as
well. As part of the transition plan, TfL is conducting a formal due diligence
assessment of the inherited risks and contingent liabilities from LUL.  TfL will
seek to ensure full coverage from Government for any risks and liabilities
associated with LUL.

5.8 GLA Council Tax Precept / Fares

Additional funding from these sources is an option open to the Mayor and
GLA Assembly to assist in delivering the full Plan.

5.9 Business Risks

The proposed Plan faces significant business risks that need to be provided for
and managed.  The following are the main risks:

- Tender prices for bus contracts have increased substantially in recent
years, and subject to the state of the economy there is a risk of further rises
beyond those included in the Budget and Plan.  In addition, shortage of
operating staff could make it difficult to deliver enhanced services.
However, both of these conditions would reflect a more buoyant economy
than is currently predicted;

- Demand for public transport services, particularly by discretionary
domestic travellers and overseas tourists, could be depressed by fear of
terrorist activity.  Furthermore the risk of economic slowdown or even
recession has increased considerably of late.  Although bus patronage is in
general less sensitive to economic slowdowns, peak ridership in particular
is driven by employment, so it will be important to continuously monitor
and manage where and when bus services are added.  Over the longer
term, the lost revenues due to an economic slowdown may be in part be
offset by reduced costs;

- Economic slowdown may also affect the demand for DLR services.  The
Docklands demand and capacity study that is currently underway will
inform decision making on DLR capacity schemes as they progress;

- Congestion charging income assumptions and risks have been explained in
paragraph 5.3.  Whilst these are regarded as prudent for financial planning
purposes, they remain estimates until proven in practice;
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- Statutory land claims/land acquisitions from inherited road schemes
represent a potential risk, as do income estimates from the disposal of land,
since the eventual costs are unavoidable and may vary from the latest
estimates included in the proposed Plan;

- Higher insurance costs have been allowed in view of recent events.
However, it is possible that costs may increase beyond the level assumed;

- Delivery of the proposed programme of projects and improvements
represents a significant increase in the level of activity for TfL and its
partners.  Where resource capacity is currently insufficient – for example
in project management – TfL will need to build-up capacity to ensure
delivery of the proposed programme.  Any difficulty in securing the
required level of resource capacity would threaten TfL’s ability to plan and
deliver the Plan programme; and

- There are specific risks in relation to a number of the DLR projects,
including timely confirmation of the Transport and Works Act Order and
agreement to the financing arrangements for the extension to London City
Airport and King George V Dock.

5.10 An allowance for revenue and insurance risks in respect of TfL’s current
responsibilities has been taken into account in the Base Expenditure proposals.
Should LUL be integrated into TfL during 2002/03, the potential revenue risks
resulting from an economic downturn and threat of terrorism would be
substantially greater than for the rest of TfL, because of LUL’s greater
exposure to employment levels in central London and Docklands, retail
spending and tourism.  However, consistent with the approach explained in
paragraph 2.4, these greater risks have not been allowed for in the Plan.

5.11 In addition, within the proposed Plan an allowance of £50m in each year
2002/03 and 2003/04, and £25m per annum each year thereafter, has been
made for general contingencies, reserves and other risks.  It should be noted
that TfL’s reserves at 31 March 2002 are forecast to total £10m, representing
only 0.8% of the TfL Group’s gross expenditure.  An increase to a reserve of
£50m would represent only some 3% of the gross expenditure of the TfL
Group.  Also, the proposed allowance for reserves and risks is broadly the
same as the provision for inter-year borrowing of £55m between 2003/04 and
2002/03.

5.12 Efficiency Savings

The Mayor has set a target of 3% per annum efficiency savings for the GLA
and functional bodies.  For TfL this is taken to represent 3% of controllable
expenditure, in recognition of the fact that a significant proportion of
expenditure is fixed in the short and medium term through contracts, franchise
payments and finance charges.

5.13 TfL will achieve the efficiency savings targets through improved business
processes and more effective use of resources. In order to achieve this, TfL
will undertake a corporate efficiency review across the entire organisation. We
will bring in a consulting team to start this effort, who will work with a team
of people drawn from the Centre and all the business units. This overall
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programme of business improvement reviews will bring savings in the
medium to longer term, but will require up-front costs including consultancy
and restructuring costs which have been built into the Business Plan.

5.14 In the immediate term, staff numbers across TfL are being held to current
levels, with any necessary increase in resources being met through a
reallocation within existing headcount.  Each TfL Director will conduct a
review of the organisation and performance of their current staff and make
necessary changes, with assistance and co-ordination to be provided by TfL
Corporate Services.

5.15 Continuing Development of the 2002/03 Budget

During the winter months, detailed 2002/03 budgets will be prepared by
business units to support the plans outlined in this document.  These budgets
will be the subject of rigorous reviews to ensure that the activities and
initiatives included in 2002/03 are clearly identified, scoped and resourced
before the commencement of the year, with agreed deliverables.  While it
should be noted that this may result in some change to the values included in
this paper, this process will confirm that the proper monitoring and
accountability for the Group’s expenditure is maintained.

6. NEXT STEPS

Following consideration by the TfL Board, the next steps are to:

- Complete the allocation of funding to Business Units;

- Work with the Business Units to develop the detailed programme of
actions and projects to be implemented;

- Submit a budget proposal to GLA by 26 October and develop detailed
budgets at cost centre level; a further report to the Board will be made on
5 February 2002;

- Communicate the Plan;

- Take forward the Transition Plan for the analysis of the risks, financial
implications and management implications of the proposed transfer of
LUL to TfL;

- Further develop our programmes with the Boroughs; and

- Assemble case to feed into bid for Government Spending Review
(SR2002).

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

The TfL Board is asked to approve the proposed TfL Budget and Business
Plan for submission to the GLA and to use as the basis for TfL’s bid for the
Government’s SR2002 spending review.

Executive Management Group
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PART B

This part provides the following detailed appendices:

Appendix 1 - Criteria and process used to develop the Plan

Appendix 2 - Proposed Budget and Business Plan: project and programme
expenditure and funding requirements

Appendix 3- Expenditure items that would be reduced if additional funding is not
forthcoming

Appendix 4 - Expected outcomes from the Plan

Appendix 5 - Reconciliation with the Transport Strategy
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APPENDIX 1

Summary of Criteria and Process used to Develop the Plan

Strategic Background

The process for developing and prioritising TfL’s Business Plan 2002/03 started with
a number of inputs.  The two key inputs that have shaped the Plan are the
Government’s 10 Year Plan for Transport and the Mayor’s Transport Strategy.  The
Transport Strategy, which also included the implications of the 10 Year Plan, has a
number of policies and proposals and identifies ten key transport priorities for
improving transport in London.  Of these ten key priorities there are three for TfL that
represent the main thrust for the early years of the Plan:

•  Implement the congestion charging scheme in central London, including
supporting improvements to public transport and the road network;

•  Make significant improvements to bus services, with an emphasis on
improvements to the reliability and quality of bus services; and

•  Make progress on the development of longer-term major projects, and in
particular on the development of CrossRail.

To facilitate the implementation of the Transport Strategy, six Operational Strategies
were identified which represent the objectives that the Business Plan is seeking to
achieve. These include:

•  OS1.  Improve system safety and customer security
•  OS2.  Improve financial efficiency
•  OS3. Reduce traffic congestion, increase public transport usage and network

capacity
•  OS4.  Improve network reliability and service delivery quality
•  OS5.  Improve network integration and support of local authority initiatives
•  OS6.  Improve access to the transport system.

Whilst the Transport Strategy and the 10 Year Plan provide the main inputs, there
were also a number of other factors which influenced the Business Plan:

•  The changing economic outlook;
•  The cost and revenue risks faced by TfL, including the impact of terrorism;
•  Ensuring realistic phasing of projects and programmes, including in the light of

project management constraints;
•  Continuing increase in bus contract costs;
•  Implementation of congestion charging and supporting measures;
•  Economic regeneration and Docklands transport capacity; and
•  Need for effective transport programmes that go beyond the scope of TfL’s

predecessor organisations.
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Development of the Business Plan

Against the strategic background and key priorities, TfL’s business units were asked
to prepare proposals to deliver the required improvements.  The London Boroughs
and Sub-Regional Partnerships also prepared proposals through the Borough
Spending Plan process, which were considered alongside those of the TfL Businesses.

Proposals identified the resources necessary to continue to deliver current services
and standards (the Base Plan), together with the resources needed to deliver
improvements under each of the six Operational Strategies.

In order to ensure a level playing field and consistent appraisal of proposals, an
evaluation framework was established based on a multi-criteria approach, as now
recommended by Government.  Whilst recognising that there was not complete
information available in every case, the framework approach allowed information to
be presented in a consistent manner.  However, in a number of cases and in particular
where the scope of programmes remains to be developed, firm Business Case
justification will need to be produced before specific programmes and projects are
confirmed into the Plan.

The improvement proposals were assembled into more than 120 individual Strategic
Initiatives.  These included a combination of large projects, enhancements to the
existing networks, and smaller actions and programmes.  To ensure a consistent
assessment of these Strategic Initiatives they were grouped into 35 combined
Strategic Initiatives.  This also helped to identify the links and interactions between
proposals, and the overall impacts.

The proposals were validated and evaluated to ensure information on outputs and
impacts was clear and correct.  The Commissioner and Chief Officers reviewed the
analysis of all the proposals.  The key factors the Chief Officers took into account in
considering each expenditure proposal were:

•  Making significant improvements to the existing network
•  Understanding the problem
•  Managing within existing resources
•  Ensuring the programme of improvements is realistic and achievable
•  Ensuring project effectiveness
•  Devoting adequate resources to what TfL does well
•  TfL’s wider role as a new organisation
•  Co-ordination of projects and programmes
•  Improving efficiency, exploiting technology, and encouraging innovation

Taking these factors into account and the information provided on each expenditure
proposal, the Chief Officers developed a prioritised and balanced package of
improvements for consideration by the TfL Board and stakeholders.



Proposed TfL Budget and Business Plan
Overall Plan Summary

Re
cor
d

Project Title

Forecast 
2001/02 
(outturn 
prices)

Budget 
2002/03

Plan 
2003/04

Plan 
2004/05

Plan 
2005/06

Plan 
2006/07

Plan 
2007/08

Base
Surface Transport

Totals London Bus Services Ltd. Total 192 284 338 376 410 457 496
Totals Other Surface Transport sub-units Total 16 15 13 14 17 12 14

Surface Transport Total 207 299 351 390 427 469 510
Totals Rail Services Total 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
Totals Docklands Light Railway Total 44 31 24 21 18 14 14
Totals Street Management Total 203 204 201 208 210 200 198
Totals TfL Centre & Boroughs Total 140 149 144 147 145 146 144
Totals Risks, Contingency, and Reserves Total 0 50 50 25 25 25 25

T Total TfL Base Expenditure 596 735 773 793 826 857 893
Strategic Initiatives (see following pages for details)*

S I. Improve system safety and customer security Total 1 31 55 52 52 52 52
S II. Improve financial efficiency Total 2 9 2 (5) (10) (10) (10)
S III. Reduce congestion and increase transport capacity Total 95 94 136 189 224 221 200
S IV. Improve network reliability and service delivery quality Total 51 155 243 252 250 200 195
S V. Improve network integration and support of local initiatives Total 15 50 58 67 102 87 87
S VI. Improve access to the transport system Total 6 35 46 46 53 51 51

T Total Strategic Initiatives Expenditure 170 375 540 601 671 601 575
T Additional CLRL funding (PFI support for CrossRail, development for Hackney-SW) 0 0 0 0 100 260 270

Total Expenditure Proposed 765 1,110 1,313 1,394 1,597 1,718 1,738
Total Congestion Charging Operations Total 0 0 (65) (130) (130) (130) (130)

## Inter-year Borrowing 0 (55) 55 0 0 0 0
Grant and Precept Funding Required 1,055 1,303 1,264 1,467 1,588 1,608

## Indicative Transport Grant from SR2000, DTLR 10-Year Plan, and Precept ** 0 940 1,185 1,125 1,125 1,125 1,125
Additional Funds Required 115 118 139 342 463 483

Total Cross London Rail Links (Ring Fenced) Total 7 7 15 19 18 11 0
* Note that the Strategic Initiatives' contribution towards each Operational Strategy is in addition to considerable funding provided towards these in the Base.
** After allowing for repayment of 2001/02 borrowing.
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Proposed TfL Budget and Business Plan
Overall Plan Summary

Record Project Title

Forecast 
2001/02 
(outturn 
prices)

Budget 
2002/03

Plan 
2003/04

Plan 
2004/05

Plan 
2005/06

Plan 
2006/07

Plan 
2007/08

I. Improve system safety and customer security
11022 Road Safety Plan to meet Accident Reduction Targets - TLRN/Boroughs 0 14 25 25 25 25 25
479 Conductors on Doored Buses 0 17 27 27 27 27 27

10155 DLR On-train security system 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
11342 Help points at Bus Stations and other Bus Security measures 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

I. Improve system safety and customer security Total 1 31 55 52 52 52 52

II. Improve financial efficiency
431 Corporate Re-engineering and Commercial Opportunities 1 1 (5) (10) (15) (15) (15)

10445 TfL Re-structuring Charge 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
11446 Innovations Fund 0 5 5 5 5 5 5
161 Performance Indicator Development & Monitoring 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

II. Improve financial efficiency Total 2 9 2 (5) (10) (10) (10)

A
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di

x 
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Proposed TfL Budget and Business Plan
Overall Plan Summary

Record Project Title

Forecast 
2001/02 
(outturn 
prices)

Budget 
2002/03

Plan 
2003/04

Plan 
2004/05

Plan 
2005/06

Plan 
2006/07

Plan 
2007/08
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III. Reduce congestion and increase transport capacity
10250 Congestion Charging Implementation Total 60 76 32 0 0 0 0
268 A23 Coulsdon Inner Relief Road: highway improvements 0 3 20 4 0 0 0

10266 A406 Bounds Green: highway improvements 0 0 0 1 2 6 6
10265 A406 Regents Park: highway improvement 0 0 2 1 2 2 2
10267 A406 Golders Green Junction: highway improvements 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
285 The London Traffic Control Centre 0 2 3 4 2 2 0
269 Street Works Task Force to reduce adverse effects of roadworks 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

10354 Bus stations and stands - expansion and modernisation 2 0 3 4 6 8 10
10481 London City Airport and King George V extension 26 0 11 4 14 14 12
10386 Bank - Lewisham - 3 car upgrade 0 1 20 36 28 7 0
11447 Implement One Intermediate Mode Scheme 0 3 5 33 33 33 3
11459 Rubber tyre options for Intermediate Modes 0 2 18 36 29 20 10
10406 DLR Woolwich Rail Extension 1 1 11 48 52 25 2
483 Thames Road Crossings 0 5 5 10 50 100 150

10309 East London Line Extension Integration 0 1 2 3 4 0 0
484 Multi-Stop River Service 0 1 2 2 2 2 2

10428 DLR Stratford Station (Safety works - basic) 0 0 2 2 0 0 0
11339 Bus Infrastructure: 2001/02 7 0 0 0 0 0 0

III. Reduce congestion and increase transport capacity Total 95 94 136 189 224 221 200
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Proposed TfL Budget and Business Plan
Overall Plan Summary

Record Project Title

Forecast 
2001/02 
(outturn 
prices)

Budget 
2002/03

Plan 
2003/04

Plan 
2004/05

Plan 
2005/06

Plan 
2006/07

Plan 
2007/08
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IV. Improve network reliability and service delivery quality
IV. Improve network reliability and service delivery quality Total 51 155 243 252 250 200 195
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Proposed TfL Budget and Business Plan
Overall Plan Summary

Record Project Title

Forecast 
2001/02 
(outturn 
prices)

Budget 
2002/03

Plan 
2003/04

Plan 
2004/05

Plan 
2005/06

Plan 
2006/07

Plan 
2007/08
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V. Improve network integration and support of local initiatives
V. Improve network integration and support of local initiatives Total 15 50 58 67 102 87 87

VI. Improve access to the transport system
495 Enhanced door-to-door service 0 5 5 5 10 10 10
491 Additional bus service (targeted to improving social inclusion) 0 5 5 10 15 15 15

10441 DDA Impacts: Boroughs (Bus Borders & Bus Stop Clearways) 0 0 5 5 5 5 5
10294 DDA Impacts: TLRN (Bus Borders) 0 0 6 6 6 6 6
10475 DLR Rail Car Refurbishment incl. DDA Improvements 3 10 8 4 2 0 0
12454 Bus fare reductions and simplifications (70p flat fare) 2 11 15 15 15 15 15
412 DLR Stored Value Equipment (for PRESTIGE) 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

11030 Borough Regeneration Projects 0 2 2 1 0 0 0
71 Prestige implementation Costs 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

VI. Improve access to the transport system Total 6 35 46 46 53 51 51

Grand Total 170 375 540 601 671 601 575
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APPENDIX 3

Reduced Expenditure Items if Additional Funding is Not Forthcoming

1. Introduction

As indicated in Appendix 2, TfL will require additional funding to undertake the
full programme of deliverables set out in the Business Plan.  This additional work
falls into three primary categories, which are discussed below:

- The Transport Policing Initiative

- Projects requiring funding in Partnership with Government

- Projects and programmes that would be reduced or deferred if additional
expenditure is not identified

2. The Transport Policing Initiative

TfL and the Metropolitan Police Service propose to create a dedicated Transport
Policing Unit (TPU) within the MPS to ensure priority is given to improving
compliance on the transport system.  The TPU will initially undertake
enforcement activities on 20 agreed bus corridors identified by the TfL/MPS team.
The focus of the Unit will be on improving journey speeds, frequency and
reliability of bus services in these corridors, and the safety and perceived safety of
the public.  Attention will also been given to taxi touting.  Existing levels of
transport enforcement will not be diminished or replaced by the TPU.

The majority of the direct costs of TPU will be met from the TfL budget, and will
be ring-fenced for transport related activities.  The estimated annual costs for TPU
is £25 million, and start-up costs would be accommodated in the 2002/03 budget
due to phased implementation.  TfL would therefore require an additional £25
million annually beginning in 2002/03 to develop and implement the TPU with
MPS.

3. Projects requiring funding in Partnership with Government

The Business Plan includes development work for major projects – CrossRail,
Hackney-SouthWest, and Thames Road Crossings – that will require substantial
private and public sector investment to implement them in later years of the Plan.
At this very early stage in project development, it is not possible to identify the
precise nature of these schemes, or of the public-private financing arrangements
that would be necessary to bring them forward.  The Business Plan includes order
of magnitude provisions for these projects in the later years of the Plan to allow
these issues to be discussed fully with Government.

In addition to the provisions for major projects, TfL will seek additional funding
from Government on behalf of the Boroughs for structural maintenance of non-
principal (local) roads through the SR2002 process.  Although TfL does not
currently fund local road maintenance in the London Boroughs, Government is
now contributing towards funding of non-principal roads outside London.  TfL is
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therefore seeking to bring funding for local roads within London to parity with the
rest of the Country.

The table below sets out the expenditure associated with major project
development and local road maintenance, which TfL will bid for as part of the
SR2002 process:

(£m) 2002/03 prices 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08

CrossRail capital contribution (PFI support) - - - 100 250 250
Hackney SouthWest development costs - - - - 10 20
Thames road crossings (development and PFI
support)

- - 10 50 100 150

Maintenance of borough non-principal roads - 20 20 20 20 20
Total Expenditure - 20 30 170 380 440

4. Projects and programmes that would be reduced or deferred if additional
funding is not forthcoming

In addition to the items above, TfL will require more funding than is currently
projected from the SR2000 Transport Grant and DTLR Ten year plan, current
levels of GLA Council Tax precept, and fares to deliver the proposed Business
Plan.  It is assumed that all Transport Grant in later years of the Plan is subject to
review as part of the upcoming Government Spending Review.  Detailed
consideration has not therefore been given to the way in which any reductions or
deferments would be achieved for 2004/05 onwards if additional funding is not
forthcoming.

However, the following table identifies the expenditure items and deliverables
proposed for 2002/03 and 2003/04 that would be reduced, deferred or not
progressed if available resources are less than those required.

(£m) 2002/03 prices 2002/03 2003/04
Conductors on doored buses 17 27
Deferral of some bus priority schemes not related to congestion

charging, including sub-regional partnerships, LBPN and LBI
14 8

Delay by one year and reduced funding for flagship walking,
cycling, town centre and area-based schemes

20 15

Delay development work for Thames Road Crossings 5 5
Enhanced Door-to-Door services 5 5
Local interchanges, bus stations and bus shelters (reduced funding) 3 6
Multi-stop River Service 1 2
Reduction in bus services targeted to improving social inclusion 5 5
Reduced maintenance on TLRN and Borough principal roads 10 -
Reduced road safety expenditure, resulting in delay in achieving

Government targets
10 -

Total Expenditure 90 73
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5. Summary – reconciliation with additional funding required

The following table reconciles the expenditure items discussed above with the
additional funding required, as identified in Appendix 2.

(£m) 2002/03 prices 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08

Transport Policing 25 25 25 25 25 25
Major Projects - - 10 150 360 420
Local Road Maintenance - 20 20 20 20 20
Other Items* 90 73 84 147 58 18
Additional funding Required 115 118 139 342 463 483

* The analysis of other items that would need to be reduced, deferred or not progressed if available
resources are less than required has only been undertaken for 2002/03 and 2003/04 (see Section 4
above).
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APPENDIX 4

Expected Outcomes from the Plan

London faces a number of transport challenges.  The Business Plan proposes
significant increases in transport investment that will deliver many improvements to
London’s transport.  The six-year Business Plan is seeking to transform people’s
experience of travelling in London, and this note summarises by operational strategy
some of the key changes and the outputs that will be delivered.

Improving safety and security

The Business Plan includes a road safety programme that will meet the Transport
Strategy’s challenging target reductions in casualties.  This will see, by 2010, a 40%
overall reduction in the number of people killed or seriously injured (50% reduction
for accidents involving children) – about 1800 per year.  These reductions reflect
national targets set by Government.  The measures, particularly aimed at reducing the
number of pedestrians, children, cyclists, and motorcyclists killed or seriously injured,
will aim to create a safer street environment and will include engineering works, 20
mph zones, safer routes to school, speed cameras and campaigns.

The project for licensing Private Hire Vehicles continues.  Operator licensing has
been introduced in 2001 and driver licensing and vehicle licensing will start to be
introduced during 2002.  The licensing arrangements will set standards to ensure safe
drivers and vehicles.

Reducing congestion and increasing transport capacity

The Business Plan includes the Congestion Charging Scheme in central London, due
to commence operation in January 2003.  It will have a significant effect on traffic
congestion with a predicted reduction of 10-15% in weekday traffic levels in central
London. There will also be complementary improvement measures, for example
increasing the capacity of the bus network with an additional 8,500 spaces in the peak
hour which is more than the anticipated extra demand.  There are also complementary
improvement measures proposed for outer London services, including later last buses,
new vehicles, increased capacity and reliability improvements.

It is proposed to expand the bus network across London by a minimum of 6% over the
next two years, including the provision of new links to town centres, and an expansion
of the 24-hour network.  In 2001/02 there will be 399.5m scheduled bus kilometres,
which will increase by about 25m by 2003/04.  In later years savings from higher
levels of reliability and lower bus journey times will be ploughed back to improve bus
reliability and regularity without additional cost.

There will be fewer disruptions to road traffic in London through a programme of
better quality road and bridge maintenance covering both the TLRN and the
Boroughs’ network of principal and local roads.  Traffic congestion will be reduced
through road improvements including the Coulsdon Town Centre Improvement
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Scheme to open in 2004.  Recognising the transport capacity problems in the Thames
Gateway area, development work for the Thames Gateway Bridge and Blackwall to
Silvertown crossing is provided for together with an assumed public sector
contribution to construction by the private sector. Other improvements to roads
include refurbishment of the southbound Blackwall Tunnel (to be completed by
2003), replacement of two bridges on the A40 (to be completed by 2008) and two on
the A406 (to be completed by 2007).  The bridge replacements will provide better
facilities for pedestrians, cyclists, and bus passengers.

The continuing economic regeneration of the Docklands area presents a particular
challenge for the transport network.  Additional DLR capacity will be provided to
meet rising passenger demand, rising from 43 million passengers this year to 67
million in 2007/08.  There will be 24 new railcars by April 2002 and a potential
upgrade to 3 car trains by 2007.  The direct DLR link to London City Airport and the
Royal Docks area will increase the public transport mode share for trips to the airport
to 50%, reduce journey times, and support economic regeneration.  Also, in addition
to the Thames Road Crossing schemes mentioned above, it is planned to extend the
DLR to Woolwich Arsenal, providing a direct link with national rail services in the
north of Kent.

The Plan includes the progression of a tram-based intermediate mode scheme to open
in 2007, which will improve access to areas poorly served by rail, improve access for
disabled people, integrate and act as a feeder to major transport interchanges, and
increase the public transport mode share.  These benefits will also be achieved in
three other intermediate mode corridors through the progression of high quality
rubber-tyred-based schemes.

New rail capacity is essential to improving transport in London.  The Plan includes a
capital contribution to CrossRail to enable construction of this major new rail line to
start in 2006 with opening in 2011.  It will be used by 150 million passengers a year,
reducing crowding on existing public transport services, improve journey times, and
improve access to Heathrow as well as key development and regeneration areas.  The
Plan also includes progression of the Hackney SouthWest scheme to enable
construction to start in 2009.

A new multi-stop river service will provide a frequent service linking all the main
piers in central London on the River Thames, helping to regenerate this neglected but
vital transport artery.  This will supplement the improvements TfL has already put in
place to public piers and to reducing the cost of river travel for Travelcard users.

Improving reliability and the quality of services

Both the Transport Strategy and the Business Plan place a major emphasis on
improving the reliability and quality of the public transport network.  This is an
essential element in creating a shift to public transport thereby helping to reduce road
traffic congestion throughout London.  Buses will play a leading role and the Business
Plan includes a package of measures to extensively improve the reliability and quality
of bus services.  In London Buses, the recently appointed Performance Director and
the Performance Task Force will be seeking to improve overall service quality.
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The bus priority and enforcement programme is being re-prioritised, with London
Buses now in a client role.  The programme includes bus priority and enforcement
measures to complement the Congestion Charging Scheme, and completion of the 27
routes improvements in stage 1 of the London Bus Initiative (LBI).  Also included in
the programme will be an increase in the number of bus lane enforcement cameras,
and traffic signal priority for buses through Selective Vehicle Detection (SVD).

Passenger security is often seen as a barrier to the use of public transport.  The
Transport Policing Initiative will provide an increased visible police and warden
presence to improve safety, deter crime, improve bus reliability, ensure compliance
with traffic regulations on 20 key transport corridors, and deal with illegal taxi
touting.

Improving integration and supporting local initiatives

A better integrated transport network is an essential element in reducing journey
times, improving access for all sections of the community and to increasing the
satisfaction of users.  This covers improvements in walking, cycling, streets, town
centres and public transport interchanges.  These will be delivered through TfL
working closely with partner organisations including the London Boroughs and SRA.

With regard to improving public transport facilities, there are flagship integration
projects at the four new stations on the northern East London Line Extension
including a new bus station at Dalston, improved bus facilities at Bishopsgate
Goodsyard, and improved facilities at Hoxton and Haggerston.  The Business Plan
also includes capital contributions to improving a number of major interchanges.
Prioritisation of the interchange programme is subject to consultation later this year.
A number of smaller scale interchange improvements are included for example
improved personal security, and better taxi facilities.

In order to make London a more ‘liveable’ city, the Plan proposes a new approach to
dealing with issues regarding walking and cycling.  London’s street environment is
often dominated by road traffic, making streets difficult and unpleasant to use.  There
is scope to make real improvements to enable more people to walk and cycle.  It is
proposed to develop a major flagship programme for walking, cycling, town centres
and streets-for-people projects, to ensure that major step change improvements are
made.  The Plan proposes the development of this programme with major expansion
of measures across London in following years.

Further improvements to make London a more ‘liveable’ city include the remodelling
of Trafalgar Square in 2003 to improve pedestrian access and reduce conflict with
vehicles, with remodelling of Parliament Square following in 2005/06.

Improving access to the transport system

London’s transport network needs to be more accessible to all sections of the
community.  Accessibility issues include not only physical access, but also
availability of services and financial barriers to use.
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Improving accessibility to bus services is of particular importance and, in line with the
Transport Strategy, a 70p bus flat fare is planned.  Fares policy is also being reviewed.
The Prestige ticketing system will also be introduced to buses and Tramlink.

The number of low floor buses is increasing so that by 2004/05 all routes, except
Routemaster services, will be using low floor buses.  This will be a national first for
any sizeable operation.  This will be complemented with a programme of
improvements at bus stops to make it easier for passengers to board and alight, and
ensure the benefits of low floor buses can be properly realised.  This will be a ten year
programme from 2003/04.

The Plan proposes improved door-to-door transport.  It includes continuing the
additional funding to enhance the Taxicard scheme, started in 2001, to ensure
minimum standards are applied across London.  A review has been undertaken of the
Dial-a-Ride service and improved levels of service efficiency will result.  There is
also scope to improve the co-ordination of door-to-door services, and the outcome of
the Commission for Accessible Transport’s Pilot Projects will be used to develop
more integrated door-to-door services across London.
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APPENDIX 5

Reconciliation with the Transport Strategy

The Business Plan has been developed to achieve the objectives set out in the
Transport Strategy.  This Appendix identifies where there is variation between the
Plan and the proposals in the Strategy.  In the Transport Strategy, Figure 5.1 Outline
timetable for selected proposed Transport Strategy enhancements indicates the
timetable over ten years for delivering proposals.

The Business Plan describes how TfL intends to focus its efforts over the next 6 years
so that the key priorities set out in the Strategy can be achieved.  Future Business
Plans will set out the details beyond the next 6 years and will revise this Plan as
further information (e.g. on available funding, under SR2002) becomes available and
as progress to deliver the Transport Strategy is monitored.

Assuming that revenues and additional funding levels anticipated in the Plan are
forthcoming, TfL believes that the main objectives in the Transport Strategy for
the Plan period (i.e. next 6 years) should be achieved.  In ensuring that the planned
programme of improvements is achievable and represents best value, it has been
necessary to vary some of the proposals put forward in the Transport Strategy.  The
variation from the proposals identified in Figure 5.1 of the Transport Strategy are
modest, within the following areas:

Docklands Light Rail – the Strategy identifies potential capacity enhancements during
2008-11.  The Business Plan goes beyond this and includes a potential upgrade to 3
car trains by 2007 to meet rising passenger demand.

Buses – the Strategy identifies the completion of the current phase of the London Bus
Priority Network by 2003/04.  All the measures in the Business Plan that are aiming
to improve the reliability of the bus network are being recast to provide a co-ordinated
prioritised package, focused on delivering bus priorities to support congestion
charging first.  This will mean the completion of the LBPN will occur during the
2004-07 period, subject to an ongoing review of bus priority and enforcement
measures.

The Strategy identifies bus stop clearways being completed by 2006.  In the Business
Plan there is a combined ten year programme of improved access at bus stops and
providing bus stop clearways that starts in 2003/04, although the clearway elements
could be implemented sooner.

The Strategy identifies the continued expansion of Countdown from 2001/02 through
to 2004-07, and next stop signs on buses from 2003/04.  In the Business Plan, beyond
the initial expansion of Countdown, the further expansion and introduction of next
stop signs will be subject to a review of Countdown and the bus location system.
However, a general provision has been included for continued introduction of real
time information.
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Streets – the Strategy identifies completing the Red Route approach on all the TLRN
by the end of 2004.  In the Business Plan, further red routes on the whole of TLRN
and parallel initiatives on all other ‘A’ roads will not be taken forward. However,
enforcement and bus priority measures will provide some benefits that this proposal
was targeted at.

The Strategy identifies improvements to local direction signing in 2004-07.  The
Business Plan has not included this measure in the short term, but there may be scope
to introduce in later years if funding is available.

Cycling – the Strategy includes completion of London Cycle Network in 2003/04.  The
Business Plan proposes a new approach to improving walking and cycling.  This
includes reviewing the LCN in its current form, and developing a flagship programme
that will make major step change improvements to cycle facilities across London.  It
is intended to take an area-based approach so that a comprehensive range of measures
can be considered for walking, cycling, town centres and streets-for-people.

Freight – the Strategy includes introducing Freight Quality Partnerships in 2002/03
and start freight pilot schemes to trial new delivery systems in 2003/04.  The Business
Plan has not specifically allocated funding for these, but there is scope for dealing
with freight issues in the area-based approach for town centres.

River Thames – the Strategy includes a proposal to explore extending the use of the
River for passenger travel (proposal 4M.1).  The Business Plan does more and
includes a proposal for a multi-stop river service starting in 2002/03, subject to the
availability of additional funding.

Accessible Transport – the Strategy includes the setting up of Accessibility/Mobility
Forums at the local and Londonwide level starting in 2001.  The Business Plan has
not specifically allocated funding for these, but there is scope to utilise existing liaison
arrangements to achieve the same objectives.


